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News, Trends, And Short Takes
WRN's DRM Services Go Live
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WRN, the London -based international transmission service
company, announced the launch of its two Digital Radio
Mondiale (DRM) services. The first service is a London -wide
24 -hour -a -day DRM trial broadcast at 26 MHz. The second ser-
vice offers DRM transmissions that can target any major
European radio market via directional antennas. Initially this
second service will cover all of the UK and Ireland.

Both services' programming is from respected internation-
al and UK radio broadcasters. WRN's test and development trial
for London will assess the potential coverage of DRM trans-
missions, generating important data about the penetration of the
signals into various types of buildings and other urban situa-
tions as well as gauge audience reaction to the broadcasts.

The transmission site is the world-famous Croydon broadcast
tower, situated in South London and operated by Arqiva, WRN's
DRM transmission partner for this project. Arqiva provides trans-
mission services for most UK commercial radio stations.

WRN will eventually offer services that can cover Europe
using DRM skywave transmission and directional antennas that
will reach specific European radio markets with frequencies that
provide higher reliability in urban areas from the transmitter site
located in Bulgaria.

Baltic Waves Radio To Broadcast EU
Programs To Belarus
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Baltic Waves Radio, which has been broadcasting from
Lithuania to Belarus for six years, will enter the European
Commission's international consortium to spread the free word
to Belarus.

Benita Ferrero-Waldner, the European Union's commis-
sioner for External Relations and European Neighborhood
Policy, announced that 2 million euros would be allocated for
independent news broadcasts in the country run by authoritar-
ian Alexander Lukashenko. The money will be granted to a con-
sortium headed by Germany's Media Consult. The winning con-
sortium also includes European Radio for Belarus from Poland,
Baltic Waves Radio from Lithuania, Russian TV Company
RTVi, independent journalists and representatives of Belarusian
civil and non -governmental organizations.

WorldSpace Adds Two
South African Channels

WorldSpace Satellite Radio has announced that it has
launched two new channels on its satellite radio network. The
channels, East Coast Radio and Jacaranda, are available on the
company's AfriStar satellite and are accessible to subscribers
across southern Africa. Jacaranda is a leading South African
brand, is predominately a music station that broadcasts in both
English and Afrikaans, and is aimed at a mature, sophisticated
audience. East Coast Radio targets its commercial music ser-
vice to a cross-cultural audience and focuses heavily on region-
al news and sports. Both channels are now available to a poten-

tial audience of more than 500 million listeners in a satellite
footprint that covers 26 countries.

Indonesia To Push Ahead With
New Broadcasting Rules

Defying opposition from lawmakers and media groups, the
Indonesian government says it will enforce a new regulation
that bans local broadcasters from directly relaying news from
foreign TV and radio stations.

Several legislators and broadcasting associations have criti-
cized the regulation as "repressive," saying it could be misused
to curb press freedom in Indonesia. Many radio and TV stations
in the country broadcast news and current affairs programs from
a range of international sources, including the BBC, Voice of
America, Radio Australia, Deutsche Welle, and Radio
Netherlands. Shortwave programming will not be affected by
the ban, nor will it affect foreign content on satellite news and
cable channels or the Internet.

New Somali Radio Station
Starts From Ethiopia
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A new radio station, Voice of the Somali People, has begun
broadcasting twice weekly. Voice of the Somali People broad-
casts twice on Wednesdays: at 1 p.m. east African time and
Saturdays at 8:30 p.m. east African time. Voice of the Somali
People can be heard on 8037 and 7175 kHz shortwave.

World DAB Stages DAB/DMB
Road Show In India

The World DAB Forum has started a series of events in India,
demonstrating the latest Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) and
multimedia technology to broadcasters, network providers, and
manufacturers. This is the first time the international promo-
tional and lobbying body for DAB hosted events in India. DAB
audio trials are already underway in New Delhi by AIR -India.
A further rollout of DAB services is expected once spectrum
allocation has been determined by the Indian government, pos-
sibly by the end of this year.

BBG Releases Budget Proposal
For Fiscal Year 2007

The Broadcasting Board of Governors, which controls U.S.
government international broadcasting, has released its bud-
get proposal for fiscal year 2007. The proposed budget calls
for an overall increase of 4.3 percent from fiscal year 2006,
targeted to the war on terror and new technology. In recent
years, the Bush Administration and Congress have wiped out
the 40 -percent cut in spending for international broadcasting
during the 1990s following the end of the Cold War. For fis-
cal year 2007, the budget proposal calls for a 13 -percent
increase for Middle East Broadcasting Networks and a 5.3 -
percent increase for Voice of America.
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